Studies from neuroscience show that part-mapping computations are employed by human visual system in the process of object recognition. In this paper, we present an approach for analyzing semantic-part characteristics of object category representations. For our experiments, we use categoryepitome, a recently proposed sketch-based spatial representation for objects. To enable part-importance analysis, we first obtain semantic-part annotations of hand-drawn sketches originally used to construct the epitomes. We then examine the extent to which the semantic-parts are present in the epitomes of a category and visualize the relative importance of parts as a word cloud. Finally, we show how such word cloud visualizations provide an intuitive understanding of category-level structural trends that exist in the categoryepitome object representations. Our method is general in applicability and can also be used to analyze part-based visual object representations for other depiction methods such as photographic images.
INTRODUCTION
Studies from neuroscience show that structural part-mapping computations are employed by the human visual system in the process of recognition [5] . Put another way, the presence of certain parts seems to be anticipated by the visual system when it attempts to recognize an object. The knowledge of what these parts are and their relative importance for the overall task of recognition can lead to insights regarding the neuro-visual representation of objects.
In a recent work, Sarvadevabhatla and Radhakrishnan [7] describe the construction of sketch-based spatial representations for object categories termed category-epitomes. The epitomes are constructed to as sparse as possible while still Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. : Sparsified yet recognizable freehand sketch representations of object category bicycle on the left. Examining such a large number of instances visually for structural similarities can be ineffective. Instead, the approach we propose captures the structurally significant parts as a semantic-part word cloud (on the right). The size of a part's name in the word cloud reflects its importance across the set of sparsified representations of the category.
being machine-recognizable (see Figure 2 ). To study these epitomes on a per-category basis, one possibility would be to visually examine them for structural similarities. However, if the number of such epitomes is large, visual examination can be ineffective. An alternate approach would be to examine the distribution of semantic-parts 1 in the epitomes of each category. As we show in this paper, such an approach can lead to an intuitive understanding of category-specific "signature" structural elements (parts) which persist in categoryepitomes (see Figure 1 ). We are also encouraged by Rosalia et al. [8] who suggest that topological (part-based) representations enable robustness in analysis since such analysis is typically not affected by small stroke-level differences. Our method is general in applicability and can also be used to analyze part-based visual object representations for other depiction methods such as photographic images.
RELATED WORK
Determining the relative importance of part-level structural primitives for object category understanding has been explored only to a limited extent. Rosalia et al. [8] suggest that topological (part-based) representations enable robustness in analysis since such analysis is typically not affected by small stroke-level differences. Guo et al. [3] present an importance measure of shape parts based on their ability to reconstruct the whole object shape of 2-D silhouettes. However, the authors interpret parts to mean segments on the contour of the object and not semantic-parts. Ma et al. [6] propose a method based on human perception principles to segment a sketch into semantically meaningful parts. Interestingly, they demonstrate the effectiveness of utilizing semantic-parts rather than just consider parts as unnamed "regions" of the object. Our decision to utilize semantic parts is motivated by this finding. To the best of our knowledge, the relative importance of the semantic parts among images of an object category has not been studied. Because of this reason, it is difficult to compare previous approaches with the one presented in this paper.
A PART-ANNOTATED SKETCH DB
As the first step towards the semantic-part based understanding of category-epitomes, we manually performed partlevel annotation hand-drawn sketches from 13 categories 2 from the sketch database of Eitz et al. [2] for our analysis. A direction of research we intend to pursue in future involves simultaneous analysis of image and sketch based categories (assuming part-level segmentations have been provided). With this in mind, the 13 categories we examine were chosen to overlap with PASCAL-parts [1] -an image dataset containing part-level segmentations of 20 object categories. From the 20 categories in PASCAL-parts, we retained only those containing at least two dominant labeled parts. For example, category tv had only one dominant labeled part (screen) and therefore was not admissible. Within the sketches of a category, we considered only the correctly classified sketches since category-epitomes (the sparsified sketch-based object depictions), by definition, cannot be constructed for misclassified sketches. Please refer to Section 4 of [7] for details regarding category-epitome construction.
In what follows, part contour refers to the a closed curve enclosing a region within the object sketch where the part is expected to present. The annotation of part contours in the sketches was performed by 10 annotators who used an annotation tool developed in-house. As an annotation guide, a prototypical image of the category, labeled with parts, was also provided alongside the sketch for annotation. At the end, we obtained semantic-part contour annotations for 283 sketches across 13 object categories for an average of 22 sketches per category. For each annotated sketch, the corresponding sparsified representation (category-epitome) was obtained 3 .
OUR APPROACH
An overview of our approach can be seen in Figure 3 . In the figure, locations with numbers circled in orange correspond to important processing stages which we shall refer to in the discussion that follows. We utilize an example from the category bicycle for the purpose of illustration. Let S be the original full-sketch image from category C, E its category-epitome (the sparsified sketch representation) and A, the set of 2-D contour points which correspond to user-annotated boundaries of semantic-parts in S. Since the category-epitome is constructed from its full-sketch counterpart, we have E ⊆ S (i.e. the set of sketch strokes in the epitome is a subset of the strokes in the corresponding fullsketch). Let us also suppose the cardinality of A is na and the number of semantic-parts in C is M .
Obtaining candidate part contours
In some instances, part contours may enclose an insignificant number of pixels from epitome E. As the first step, we filter out such contours. For each part contour, we compute the number of stroke pixels n f ull in S that lie within the part's boundary. We also compute the number of stroke pixels nepi in E that lie within the part's boundary. If the ratio n epi n f ull is larger than a threshold, the contour is added to the candidate contour list. In Figure 3 , the candidate contours are shown in bold (region labeled 1 ). Note that multiple occurrences of the same semantic-part type (e.g. spokes of the bicycle) which satisfy the threshold criterion are counted independently. To avoid undue importance to multiple occurrences of the same part type, we normalize by the corresponding part contour counts in full sketch to obtain a 'coarse' part-importance factor pim for each semanticpart (see 2 in Figure 3 ). We term it a 'coarse' importance factor since it implicitly takes raw pixel counts into account for determining part importance. Shortly, we shall see how the spatial structure of the stroke is also utilized in determining the final semantic-part importance.
Obtaining 'fine-grained' part-importance weights
The process of annotating a part typically results in a 2-D closed contour. Points on the contour tend to be in close proximity with the boundary pixels of the object. We exploit this observation to obtain a 'fine-grained' part importance factor for each part enclosed by a candidate contour. Let Figure 3 For each member in the 'full-sketch point' set, s
na be the sets of points comprising user-annotated boundary contours. Examples of such contours can be in the annotation image A in
We retain only those matches s
whose distance is less than a threshold. Intuitively, this procedure enables us to identify stroke pixels of the full sketch which "hug" the candidate contour's boundary. Let n part , the more the number of pixels from both full sketch and the epitome which commonly "hug" the annotated part boundary. The part-importance is depicted in Figure 3 by the height of orange-colored cylinders adjoining numbered regions 7 , 8 . Examination of epitome E shows that the 'wheel' is more prominently present compared to the 'bicycle frame' consequently according the former a larger partimportance (w (j) part ) value.
Obtaining category-wise part weights
The above procedure of obtaining fine-grained importance weight w (j) part is repeated for each part (indexed by j = 1, 2 . . . na) enclosed by a candidate contour boundary B (j) by utilizing pixel location sets S (j) and E (j) . These weights are combined along with the coarse importance weights pim obtained in Section 4.1 to obtain the image-level part-wise importance weights fi, i = 1, 2, . . . M (region labeled 6 in Figure 3 ). The part-wise aggregation of these weights over all the 'full sketch'-epitome pairs of a category is normalized to obtain a probability distributionf indicating the relative importance of each part. This distribution can then be visualized as a semantic-part word cloud (see Figure 1 ) to determine the "signature" structural elements (semanticparts) which persist in the epitomes of a category 4 .
ANALYZING SEMANTIC-PART WORD CLOUDS
Before we proceed, it is important to point out that the category-epitome of a full sketch implicitly depends upon the order in which individual strokes of the full sketch are considered. For example, the epitome can be constructed by considering the temporal order in which the sketches were originally added. Yet another epitome can be constructed if we consider strokes in decreasing order of stroke length. Essentially, for each full sketch, there can be as many categoryepitomes as the number of stroke orderings. In our analysis that follows, we keep the stroke ordering fixed over the set of categories. Details on stroke orderings and their effect on category-epitomes that result can be found in Sections 4, 5 of [7] .
As a preliminary step in our analysis, we sort the parts by If the category contains many dominant parts, their cumulative histograms would have a distinctly different "peakiness" structure compared to categories which contain one or two dominant parts. To quantify this "peakiness", we computed the unbiased kurtosis K of F as K = (M −1)
The values of kurtosis and the associated part-importance distribution for each category can be viewed in Figure 4 . Instead of the depicting the distributions as traditional (part) histograms, we utilize a word-cloud method. The advantage of this representation is that it indicates at a glance, the dominant parts in the sparsified representations (epitomes) for a category -the larger the size of a semantic-part's name , the more its dominance.
As Figure 4 shows, categories with low kurtosis are usually the ones with one or two dominant parts (e.g. horse, dog, potted plant). This also indicates that such parts are consistently present in most of the epitomes. This, in turn, suggests a consistency in which sketches of the category are drawn. Word clouds of categories with more variety in depictions (e.g. airplane, person walking) have higher kurtosis and tend to contain many parts whose names are similar in size. Another interesting trend exists across semantically related categories. For instance, 'leg' is found to be the common defining dominant signature part for the animal categories (cow, dog, horse, person walking, sheep). Simi-larly, for the vehicular categories (car, bus, bicycle, train), 'wheel' is a dominant part and for the flying categories (airplane, bird), 'wing' is a dominant part.
The trends mentioned above are for epitomes arising out of LENGTH stroke ordering. However, almost identical trends have been observed for TEMPORAL and ALTERNATE stroke orderings as well. These results across the stroke ordering schemes suggest that the "signature" semantic parts live up to their name -they capture the discriminative structural elements of the category and are invariant to the manner in which sketch strokes are considered in the process of epitome construction.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented a novel framework for analyzing the structural characteristics of category-epitomes. We have shown that semantic-part annotations of sketches can be utilized to gain an intuitive understanding of categorylevel and sketch-stroke-ordering level structural trends in category-epitomes. The database of part-annotated sketches is another significant contribution to the community since it enables simultaneous analysis of sketches and photographic image counterparts at a semantic-part level for object categories 5 . The word cloud based analysis we have presented is quite general and can be applied to any spatial visual object representation wherein the part labelings have been provided. In additon, to examine the generalizability of our approach and results, it would be interesting to apply it to the part-segmented sketch database of Huang et al. [4] .
